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Paid Marketing 101 + Q&A!



Today’s Agenda
Here’s what we’ll cover:

1. What Is Paid Marketing?

2. Why Paid Marketing?

3. “The Funnel”

4. Compelling Ad Examples

5. Paid Marketing Tools

6. Tips & Tricks

7. Q&A



What is Paid Marketing?

➔ Marketing channels where you pay for 
impressions, clicks, conversions, etc.
◆ Google Ads, Microsoft 

Advertising
◆ Facebook Ads, LinkedIn Ads, 

Twitter Ads, Pinterest Ads, + 
basically any social media 
platform in existence

◆ YouTube Ads
◆ Display/image ads



Why Paid Marketing?

➔ A great way to create demand while 
you build organic presence/demand.

➔ Easily measured and tracked.
➔ Almost immediate on/off capabilities.
➔ High level of control of images, 

messaging, placements, etc.
➔ Strong/precise/creepy targeting 

capabilities.



“The Funnel”

source

https://trackmaven.com/blog/marketing-funnel-2/


“The Funnel” cont.

➔ Think about the funnel for your 
business. Different Paid Marketing 
channels can help push people from 
one stage to the next.

➔ Facebook Ads, display, YouTube Ads, 
etc. tend to be classified as upper 
funnel channels, but can be used at 
the bottom too.

➔ Paid search is most often classified as 
middle of funnel or bottom of funnel.



Compelling Ad 
Examples
➔ Food!

◆ Great use of carousel format.
➔ Emoji help to break up text.
➔ Makes benefit to customer clear from 

the start.
➔ Offer in headline.
➔ “Pause or Cancel anytime” is assuring.



Compelling Ad 
Examples
➔ Sitelinks make the ad take up a lot of 

space on SERP.
➔ Ad is timely (mentions spring).
➔ “Official” language builds trust.



Compelling Ad 
Examples
➔ This ad is only 5 seconds long.
➔ Even if you can’t read Korean, you can 

guess what this is about.
➔ It’s entertaining.
➔ Without context, it would likely make 

you curious about the brand.



Compelling Ad 
Examples
➔ Bold copy style.
➔ Straight to the point (offer).
➔ Doesn’t take itself too seriously.
➔ Good contrast in colors.



Compelling Ad Tips

➔ Focus on the benefits to the customer.
➔ Get to the point as quickly as possible.
➔ Stand out!
➔ Be as relevant as possible to your 

audience (keywords, location, 
interests, etc.).



Paid Marketing Tools

➔ YouTube Video Builder
◆ Sign up!

➔ FB Ads text overlay
➔ Facebook Ad Library
➔ Google Optimize
➔ Hanapin Marketing Ad Gallery
➔ Google Ads Editor
➔ Microsoft Advertising Editor

https://blog.google/products/ads/youtube-video-builder/
https://services.google.com/fb/forms/videobuilderbeta/
https://www.facebook.com/ads/tools/text_overlay
https://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/how-to-research-competitors-facebook-ads/#:~:text=To%20see%20your%20competitors'%20ads,Ads%20From%20This%20Page%20box.
https://support.google.com/optimize/answer/7513085?hl=en
https://www.hanapinmarketing.com/ad-gallery/
https://ads.google.com/home/tools/ads-editor/
https://about.ads.microsoft.com/en-us/solutions/tools/editor


Tips & Tricks

➔ If budget is tight, try layering targeting (e.g. you can target by age, gender, device, 
household income, etc. in paid search).
◆ Also do this if budget is not tight (loose?).

➔ Use lookalike audiences! Easier to set up than finding the perfect interest targets.
➔ If you have a few ad sets targeting different audiences on Facebook, make sure you 

“fence” ad sets off from each other to prevent double targeting.
➔ Facebook Ads has a library of stock images for ad creation if needed.

◆ You can turn a static image into a video too!
➔ Make sure to use negative keywords in paid search.
➔ Always be testing something.



Q&A

➔ What resources should I use to learn paid ads?
◆ Search Engine Land
◆ Hanapin Marketing
◆ WordStream
◆ Social Media Examiner
◆ Jon Loomer

https://searchengineland.com/
https://www.hanapinmarketing.com/blog/
https://www.wordstream.com/blog
https://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/
https://www.jonloomer.com/?nab=0


Q&A

➔ What’s a good conversion rate?
◆ It depends.

● How deep (or shallow) is your conversion point?
● What industry are you in?
● Do you have an established baseline?
● How expensive is your offering?

◆ It might be best to focus on establishing a baseline, and experimenting and working 
on improving from that point!

◆ Old but good read

https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2014/03/17/what-is-a-good-conversion-rate


Q&A

➔ How should I act/react when it comes to paid ads?
◆ Paid ads offer pretty tight/immediate control when it comes to make changes or 

turning things on or off. 
◆ If something is working well for you, spend more on that channel until you hit a point 

of diminishing returns. 
◆ If something is not working for you, you can spend less on that channel, test 

elements of the channel/landing page, or turn it off!



Q&A

➔ What do you do if you have a high conversion rate keyword that has a high cost per 
conversion?
◆ I’d first be curious to understand if that keyword’s return is higher than the cost per 

conversion. If it is at an acceptable level of return, it’s most likely in OK shape.
◆ But! You’ll always want to reduce cost per conversion while maintaining maximum 

volume, in which case:
● Check your Quality Score. Determine if it’s low and what’s making it low. This can help lower 

your cost per click.
● Make sure your ads and landing pages are optimized, and reduce any barriers to conversion.
● Adjust your bids or targeting to make sure you’re only getting your ads in front of the people 

most likely to convert.
● Layer on additional targeting.



Q&A

➔ What's the lower limit where anything lower doesn't make any sense at all.
◆ Be careful about “over-optimizing”. You will eventually decrease/limit volume by 

doing this.



Q&A

➔ Can you reach decision makers via social media?
◆ It’s possible! This really depends on your industry, but LinkedIn Ads is a good B2B 

advertising channel with some really powerful targeting options. It’s pretty 
expensive though, so proceed with caution!



Q&A

➔ Is it worth to delegate the efforts to external agency or build this kind of expertise 
in-house?
◆ If you don’t have the time to learn paid marketing channels, outsourcing this kind of 

work to an agency is worth looking into. In many cases, you’re probably more 
worried about putting effort into your business, and paid marketing can be pretty 
complicated and overwhelming to learn.

◆ However, it’s good to at least have a rudimentary understanding of how it all works 
so you can keep an agency or consultant honest.



Q&A

➔ Is there a way to prevent spam emails from signing up for my offers on Facebook Ads?
◆ You could try adjusting your targeting so that you’re only targeting users on desktop 

and in countries or locations where you’re most likely to get conversions from. 
Mobile seems to be more prone to these kinds of things, but it has much greater, and 
much cheaper reach. It’s a tradeoff.



Q&A

➔ On Facebook, how big should your audience be?
◆ Minimum source audience size is 100, though ideally, it should be much larger than 

that. The larger your source audience, the more accurate Facebook’s algorithm can 
be when creating a lookalike audience. 



Q&A

➔ Best practices for retargeting on Facebook.
◆ I usually think of retargeting in a few ways:

● Retarget all site visitors.
● Retarget site visitors to your highest intent pages.
● Retarget those who have engaged with your Facebook content.
● Retarget an uploaded customer list.

◆ If your audiences are large enough, try creating separate ad sets for each so you can 
best understand which ones perform best.

◆ If feasible, it can be helpful to include some kind of discount or offer for those who 
you are retargeting since you’re trying to get an ad in front of someone who has 
already displayed a level of intent.



Q&A

➔ Best practices for lookalike audiences on Facebook?
◆ Make sure your source audience size is big enough.
◆ Include customer value if possible.
◆ Create lookalikes based on different points in the conversion path if you don’t have 

enough volume.
◆ Go with 1% lookalike audience match if audience is big enough.



Q&A

➔ What is the best way to use my existing email list to gain new customers?
◆ Use lookalike audiences. :)



Q&A

➔ What is the #1 KPI I should watch out for when running paid ads?
◆ This depends on your goal and the channel. 
◆ For Google Ads and Microsoft Advertising, it’s probably best to monitor your actual 

conversion (purchases, free trials, etc.).
◆ For Facebook Ads, you can keep track of conversions, or if you’re using it to 

introduce new people to your brand, you can track reach and “New Users” in Google 
Analytics.

◆ A pretty common KPI to monitor across the board is ROAS (Return On Ad Spend). As 
much as possible, you’ll want to make sure that all of your ad efforts are, at 
minimum, breaking even.

◆ Don’t ignore the possibility of the halo effect.



Q&A

➔ Should I use video or static images for paid ads?
◆ I’ve generally found that anything that has some kind of motion (video or gif) is more 

likely to attract someone’s attention than a static ad. If available, I’d always opt for 
video.



Q&A

➔ I’d like to start running paid ads, but I’m worried about not knowing how to target and 
losing a lot of money.
◆ The nice thing about paid ads is you can set daily budget caps so you know that your 

campaigns won’t spend much beyond those limits on a daily basis. You can also turn 
them off whenever you want!

◆ For targeting, if you’re doing something like Facebook Ads, I’d suggest just keeping it 
simple and creating lookalike audiences.

◆ If you’re trying to run something on Google Ads or Microsoft Advertising, that can be 
pretty tricky to someone new to it! It might be worth hiring a consultant or agency to 
help advise on starting up with that. It can get expensive really quickly.



Q&A

➔ What’s a minimum budget you’d recommend?
◆ This is a tough one since it depends on a ton of factors! In an ideal world, you have to 

give the ad platforms (and yourself) enough data to be able to make optimization 
decisions. If you spend $5 and only get two clicks and/or conversions, you really 
don’t have enough information to know what’s working or not.

◆ If you have limited budget, I’d recommend starting with something like Facebook 
Ads because you’ll reach a lot more people than you would with trying something in 
paid search (even though those people have much higher intent).

◆ Old but good read

https://moz.com/blog/1-dollar-per-day-on-facebook-ads
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Q&A

➔ Does having a video help conversion rate?
◆ If you have the capability to produce a video, it is almost always helpful to have a 

few to use for your ads and/or landing pages.
◆ Generally speaking, videos in ads on Facebook are more likely to catch someone’s 

attention in a social feed than a static image, so it’s great for that purpose.
◆ Videos on landing pages are great for helping people understand who you are or 

what your product is about.
◆ When working at Moz, I added an explainer video to this landing page, and that 

increased conversion rate from the page by 60%!

https://moz.com/mozpro/lander


Q&A

➔ How long should I run an A/B test?
◆ You can use a statistical significance calculator to check if your test has gotten to 

95%+ significance. You might even be OK with 90% significance.
◆ Alternatively, if you just don’t have enough traffic/conversions to reach a high 

significance level, I’d generally recommend running tests for at least two weeks, and 
at most, a month. After that point, you can use the data to make your own 
judgement calls.

https://neilpatel.com/ab-testing-calculator/


Q&A

➔ If I'm looking to spend $2K a month in PPC, do I invest in smaller demographic 
markets, and avoid bigger markets like LA and NY, as it takes more spending to make 
a dent among lots of competitors there?
◆ As usual, it depends. If you believe you could make a larger profit off of searchers in 

a larger market at a reasonable cost, it may be worth the spend/effort/energy to do 
so.

◆ However, if your margins are small, it’s probably wise to target smaller markets.
◆ You could also try layering targeting on your campaigns with audiences, gender, age, 

household income, etc. to make sure your ads are only showing to those most likely 
to buy, which should reduce your spend. You’d have to adjust your audience 
targeting setting in Google Ads from “observation” to “targeting”.
● More on that here.

https://support.google.com/google-ads/answer/7365594?hl=en


Q&A

➔ Is it ever worthwhile to go after keywords that are high cost, high competition? 
◆ It depends (yes, again). :)
◆ If you can reasonably get a decent amount of volume or exposure by appearing on 

searches for those keywords, that’s a plus.
◆ If your margins are high enough to justify going after those keywords, yes.
◆ Keywords that tend to fall into the high cost/competition bucket are probably more 

generic (or maybe even your competitors’ keywords), and I do believe it’s important 
to maintain some brand presence on those kinds of searches. However, if you’re 
trying to fuel the middle of your funnel, you might try another channel that has 
cheaper CPCs (like Facebook Ads) in order to introduce more people to your brand.



Q&A

➔ Do you have any ideas on how to best position ads for unique circumstances (like a 
pandemic) without completely missing the mark? 

➔ Is there a preferred way to build the best ads? A structure to follow I mean.
◆ I lumped these two questions together because I addressed both in a recent 

webinar! You can read about that webinar in blog form and also watch a recording by 
going here.

◆ Quick summaries to address the questions:
● Be sensitive. Don’t expect an immediate return or go for a hard sell right now. Make sure to 

offer something of value.
● People generally notice ads in this order - image, headline, first line of copy. That’s the order 

of importance in what to make really stand out in your ad. Photos or videos including people 
tend to work better. If it’s OK for your brand, using emoji in your copy helps break up longer 
text a bit more, and bulleted lists are great.

https://www.activecampaign.com/blog/what-to-know-facebook-ads


We made it!



Just kidding. No it’s not.



OK, now we’re done.


